OUR PRODUCTS

Retaining Wall Kit: safe edges, simple installation, easy yard maintenance.

Vented Pad System: patented vented safety pad for increased air-flow.

VPS Trampoline: the only in-ground specific trampoline on the market.

DEALER INFORMATION:

WWW.TRAMPOLINESDOWNUNDER.COM
Retaining walls are necessary to prevent landscape collapse, and to make yard maintenance easy and efficient.

**Step 1:** Prepare a hole 1 ft. larger in circumference than the trampoline, and 3 ft. deep.

**Step 2:** Secure inter-locking panels to the top ring of the trampoline using the self tapping screws provided in the kit (as shown in the diagram to the right).

**Step 3:** After the panels have been secured around the trampoline frame, it is now ready to be placed in the pre-dug hole.

**Step 4:** Once the trampoline frame is level and flush with the surrounding grade, backfill the inside perimeter first (A) with dirt or gravel to the mid-point of the panel then backfill the outside (B).

**Step 5:** Install the trampoline mat and safety pad then enjoy your new in-ground trampoline!

The only ventilated safety pad on the market (Patent pending)
- Increased air-flow
- Reduced pad noises from forced air
- Heavy 18 oz. vinyl with UV-resistant thread
- UV-resistant mesh top
- Designed to reduce surface temperature (compared to solid vinyl safety pads)
- Water and mold resistant 1 inch safety pad for increased durability

Patented buckle system that increases in strength as pressure from landscape increases (11/857,595)

**INDUSTRY LEADING COMPONENTS:**
- 12 gauge 55,000 PSI steel, galvanized inside and out
- Powder coated frame & legs for increased rust resistance
- High-end Polypropylene Mat material
- Heavy Dacron Vinyl hem with 10 strand UV thread
- 104 8.5 inch springs for enhanced bounce quality
- Includes our Vented Pad System (VPS)